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Presentation
Mobizoo.com.br started in 2011 with the mission of publish
tips to the new smartphone users, by that time this kind of
devices were not that popular as today. To differentiate our
content, we started focusing on the cheapest devices, which
in fact were neglected by the main media channels.
The market has grown and also the website, and despite the
increase in the number of editorials subjects, we never have
forgotten our mantra: "technology must be accessible to all".
No wonder we were the first specialized website in Brazil to
deal with chinese imported gadgets, famous for its value for
money.
Today we have hundreds of articles and tutorials on the most
diverse topics around mobile technology, and an exclusive
section of geek humor.
With a legion of loyal readers, Mobizoo.com.br continues
growing and helping smartphone users to choose between
the vast amount of devices, to buy them and to set them up.
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Interests

Mobile phones and electronic devices, shopping,
do it yourself, TV, games, sports, telecom.
Source: Google Analytics - Mar/2019

newsletter
+7.000 subscribers +5.000 subscribers

Clients

These are the companies that have already
presented their products and services on our website:

Contact
For advertising formats and prices, please contact our commercial email:
contato@mobizoo.com.br

Or contact us through our profiles
on social networks.
Best regards,

@mobizooblog
youtube.com/c/MobizooBrBlog
facebook.com/mobizoo
@mobizoo_blog

Anderson Mansera
Founder

